
Name: Date:

Spelling Challenge
For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is spelled correctly and 
matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the correctly spelled word in the space by the 
question number.

1.
The Sun is one.
A. ster   B. star   C. stir   D. stare

2.
Firearm that is a double-barreled smoothbore shoulder weapon for 
�ring shot at short ranges.

A. shotgun   B. shotggun   C. chotgun   D. shotgune

3.
To be uneasy or apprehensive about; "She ______ the test results."
A. feard   B. feired   C. feared   D. faired

4.
Antonym of "�nishes."
A. startse   B. sttarts   C. starts   D. stazts

5.
Very, very big.
A. gogantic   B. gigantic   C. gigantec   D. gigantik

6.
A caterpillar turns into this.
A. butter�i   B. buter�y   C. butter�e   D. butter�y

7.
A vehicle mounted on runners and pulled by horses or dogs; for 
transportation over snow.

A. sleighe   B. sleigh   C. slei   D. sleig

8.
In the park, take a rest on this.
A. bonch   B. bexch   C. bench   D. benche

9.
Not excessive or extreme.
A. reasonabel   B. raasonable   C. reassonable   D. reasonable

10.
The favorite food of mice.
A. cheese   B. chs   C. cheesee   D. cheece
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1.

The Sun is one.

A. ster   B. star   C. stir   D. stareB

2.

Firearm that is a double-barreled smoothbore shoulder weapon for 
firing shot at short ranges.

A. shotgun   B. shotggun   C. chotgun   D. shotguneA

3.

To be uneasy or apprehensive about; "She ______ the test results."

A. feard   B. feired   C. feared   D. fairedC

4.

Antonym of "finishes."

A. startse   B. sttarts   C. starts   D. staztsC

5.

Very, very big.

A. gogantic   B. gigantic   C. gigantec   D. gigantikB

6.

A caterpillar turns into this.

A. butterfli   B. buterfly   C. butterfle   D. butterflyD

7.

A vehicle mounted on runners and pulled by horses or dogs; for 
transportation over snow.

A. sleighe   B. sleigh   C. slei   D. sleigB

8.

In the park, take a rest on this.

A. bonch   B. bexch   C. bench   D. bencheC

9.

Not excessive or extreme.

A. reasonabel   B. raasonable   C. reassonable   D. reasonableD

10.

The favorite food of mice.

A. cheese   B. chs   C. cheesee   D. cheeceA


